Year 6/7 Room 11 Poetry

Students in the year 6/7 class had to locate a poem of their choice, learn it off by heart, then recite it to their class in an entertaining way. The performances were outstanding, with many creative and thoughtful ideas used to catch the attention of the audience. The poems ranged from the quirky to the humorous; with some being adapted and others being original pieces.

Nice effort, Spike. Creative costuming, appearance and mannerisms.

Nice work from Principal Brown. It’s my way or the highway!

Great accent, entertaining, but then the dream ended.

Be ware of the dog (in more ways than one)

Where’s my teddy?

Deep, meaningful and a slice of philosophy with this original piece.
A terrific idea to transform the poem by using classmates as the subjects. Great costuming.

Look out world, here I come.

Life as a bird sounds a bit too easy.